Abstract. In the process-algebraic verification of systems with three or more components put in parallel, alphabet axioms are considered to be useful. These are rules that exploit the information about the alphabets of the processes involved. The alphabet of a process is the set of actions it can perform. In this paper, we extend µCRL 1 (a formal proof system for ACP τ + data) with such axioms. The alphabet axioms that are added to the proof theory are completely formal and therefore highly suited for computer-checked verification. This is new compared to previous papers where the formulation of alphabet axioms relies for a considerable amount on informal data parameters and implicit (infinite) set theory.
Introduction
During the proof checking of Milner's Scheduler [KoS93] , we found that there was a need for an explicit treatment of the so-called alphabet axioms in a context of data, i.e. a setting where actions and processes are parametrized with data values (possibly ranging over infinite domains). 2 Alphabet axioms are rules which use the information about the alphabet of processes. Intuitively, the alphabet of a process is the set of atomic actions it can perform. An example of a (conditional) axiom which uses the information about the alphabet of a process is given by:
In words the rule CA4 says: if no action from I occurs in the alphabet α(x) of process x, then hiding (renaming into τ) actions of I in x has no effect. This rule is one of the seven conditional alphabet axioms which Baeten, Bergstra and Klop [BBK87] added to ACP τ [BeK85] for making verifications of systems with two or more components put in parallel feasible. 3 A more interesting axiom is CA2 (see Table 3 ), which allows pushing the τ I operator inside parallel compositions (in appropriate circumstances).
Milner uses similar rules in the verification of the scheduler, although he uses another terminology [Mil89] . In particular, he calls the alphabet of a process the sort of a process and rules making use of such information static laws, as they mostly describe static properties of processes. Because these laws center around the restriction operator (\) in CCS, Milner also calls them restriction laws.
Existing formulations of alphabet axioms like the rule CA4 given above, are based on (infinite) set theory. In this approach the question arises what axioms should be adopted for the set operators ∪, ∩, etc. One option, which is implicitly adopted in various papers on process algebra, is to take the equalities which are true in set theory. This collection is unstructured and too large for our purpose: formalizing and mechanizing process algebra proofs.
In this paper, it is shown that alphabet axioms like CA4 can be formalized within the proof theory of µCRL [GrP94, GrP93] , which is a formal theory where ACP τ is combined with abstract data types. The main idea is that infinite alphabets can be represented by finite sets of actions that are parametrized by data variables. For instance, the singleton set {a(n)} (where n is a variable ranging over the natural numbers) is used for representing the infinite alphabet {a(0), a(1), a(2), . . .}.
For a complete treatment, the renaming mechanism of µCRL is refined such that also instances of parametrized actions can be encapsulated or hidden. In [KoS93, KoS94] we found that the ordinary encapsulation and hiding operators in µCRL were not refined enough to formalize all the alphabet reasoning used in Milner's Scheduler proof.
The new axioms are highly suited for proof checking purposes. In particular, the axioms are used for checking the correctness proof of Milner's Scheduler by computer [KoS93] . 4 A much smaller example-verifying some properties about 'bags'-illustrating the usefulness of the new axioms is given in [KoS98] .
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the conventional approach towards alphabet axioms is summarized. Then a new, more explicit, formulation is given in the remaining sections. In Section 4, µCRL is extended with alphabet axioms for gates.
5 For being able to simulate infinite alphabets, the encapsulation and hiding operator are refined to actions that are parametrized with data in Section 5. In Section 6, conditional axioms are given for parametrized actions.
This section is important as it shows how the reasoning with infinite alphabets can be represented symbolically within µCRL.
Traditional Alphabet Axioms
In this section, a standard representation of alphabet axioms is summarized. The alphabet of a process is the set of atomic actions it can perform. The axioms given in Table 1 , taken from [BBK87] , define the alphabet function α on closed ACP τ terms. In this table, a ∈ Act (the set of actions, not including τ and δ) and x, y are arbitrary (ACP τ ) processes. The axioms AB6 and AB7 are used to compute the alphabet of infinite processes.
6 Axiom AB6 makes use of a projection operator which is defined in Table 2 . In this table, b ranges over δ and Act. This operator cuts off a process after performing n atomic steps. In [Vaa90] alphabet axioms are also given for the renaming operator ρ. In most practical examples, however, the renaming operator does not occur or is easy to eliminate. This, and the fact that the alphabet axioms for the renaming operator are substantially more complex than the alphabet axioms for encapsulation and hide, made us decide to ignore them in this paper.
In practice it is rather cumbersome to compute alphabets of infinite processes by using axiom AB6. Therefore in [BBK87] the α/β-calculus is developed for finding the alphabet of a process. This is important because in general it is not possible to compute the alphabet of a process in an effective way.
In Table 3 , seven conditional axioms taken from [BBK87] are presented 7 which use the alphabets of processes. As usual in process algebra, the binary operator | denotes the communication function (see e.g. [BeW90, Chapter 4]). We assume that the set theoretic notions ∩ and − bind stronger than |. Furthermore X δ abbreviates X ∪ {δ}. In [BeW90] the presence of δ at the right of the condition in CA1 and CA2 is missing. We added them here because the communication function produces a δ in case no actions communicate, in which case CA1 and 
CA2 may be applied. The first axiom in Table 3 , says that the encapsulation operator can be pushed inside when the encapsulated actions are not possible vehicles of communication between x and y. The axiom CA2 can be explained in a similar way. The other axioms speak for themselves. The major advantage of the axioms given in Table 3 is that they allow to prove important properties of processes without having to expand processes to their (head) normal form which can be very tiresome in case of parallel compositions with more than two components. For instance, showing that three connected bags form a bag without using such axioms may be very involved (see [KoS98] ).
Reformulating the Alphabet Axioms in ACP τ
If Act contains infinitely many actions, the use of axioms AB6 and AB7 would involve infinite set theory which is not easy to mechanize, at least not in the context of µCRL as set out in [CoH88] . Moreover, the side conditions of CA1−4 use the alphabet operator α, which can not be computed effectively. In many verifications, however, one would like to reason with infinite sets and alphabets. For instance, in Milner's Scheduler proof (see [Mil89] and [KoS93] ) or in the bag example given in [KoS98] . The solution here proposed is to use alphabet axioms that built upon gates instead of actions. This enables us to represent infinite sets of actions like a(0), a(1), a(2), . . . by the single gate a. As an intermediate step, we reformulate (within the setting of ACP τ ) the alphabet axioms CA1−4 of Table 3 , which make use of the α-operator, by the axioms CAr1−4 (CA reformulated). In these latter axioms the α-operator is eliminated. Of course, CAr1−4 still involves infinite set theory because H, H 1 , H 2 ⊆ Act may be infinite. As said before, this problem is solved by replacing actions by gates.
In Table 4 we use the following conventions:
• The symbols H, H 1 , H 2 ⊆ Act stand for (possibly infinite) sets of actions.
• H = Act − H is the complement of H.
• For readability we write
Theorem 3.1. Axioms CAr1−4 are derivable in ACP τ + CA1−7.
Proof. The derivability of CAr1 is motivated as follows. By substituting ∂ H 1 (x) for x and ∂ H 2 (y) for y in CA1 (see Table 3 ), we obtain
Obviously, H 1 can not be part of the alphabet of the process ∂ H 1 (x). In formula:
Then, by using the fact that H 2 ∩H is equal to the set H −H 2 , we have transformed CA1 into CAr1. The derivability of the other rules (CAr2−4) can be motivated in a similar way.
The converse of Theorem 3.1 does not hold. Proof. For each H ⊆ Act let X H be the set of processes defined by the following abstract syntax
where Var is the set of process variables. Next we introduce for each term p and for each H ⊆ Act the boolean value {p} H , which indicates whether p contains subexpressions of the form ∂ H (x) with x ∈ X H and H non-empty:
Let LHS(ϕ) and RHS(ϕ) denote the left-hand-side and the right-hand-side of axiom ϕ respectively. We claim that
for all H ⊆ Act and for all substitutions σ. As an illustration we work this out for ϕ ≡ CAr1. Let H 0 ⊆ Act be fixed and let
Thus, both LHS(CAr1)σ and RHS(CAr1)σ are equal to b x ∨ b y . Now if for instance CA3, stating that ∂ H 0 (x) = x with x ∈ Var is derivable, say 
We conclude that CA3 is not derivable. Analogously we find that CA1 is not derivable. The non-derivability of CA2 and CA4 is shown by copying the proof with ∂ and τ exchanged.
Note that each closed instance of the non-derivable axioms CA1−4 is derivable in ACP τ + CAr1−4 + CA5−7. Thus, Theorem 3.2 means that ACP τ + CAr1−4 + CA5−7 is a non-ω-complete system. Solving this-i.e. extending CAr1−4 in such a way that CA1−4 become derivable-is problematic, at least if one wants to have side conditions that do not rely on the α-operator. In particular CA3 and CA4 heavily rely on this α-operator.
However, considering axioms like ∂ H (x) = x, of which every closed instance is derivable, is interesting mainly because it limits the number of reduction steps in practical examples. In other words, ω-completeness is not our first concern.
Moreover, it is still an open problem whether ACP + CA1−7 itself is ω-complete 8 so if we would reformulate the alphabet axioms in such a way that CA1−7 are derivable then still we would not have an ω-completeness result.
Alphabet Axioms for Gates in µCRL
The alphabet axioms given in Section 3 can be formalized in µCRL simply by replacing the sets of actions H, H 1 and H 2 by sets of gates, as is shown in Table  5 . 9 In this table we use the following conventions:
• The symbols G, G 1 , G 2 ⊆ G stand for subsets of the set G of gates. Note that G is always a finite set because in µCRL one can only declare a finite set of gates.
• Again, for readability we write ϕ G 1 ϕ G 2 (x) for all ϕ G 1 (ϕ G 2 (x)) for ϕ, ϕ ∈ {∂, τ}.
Note that we replaced the binary operator | in the side conditions of Table 3 by the communication function γ. This is done because the latter function operates on gates. Note also that the side-conditions in Table 5 only involve finite set theory because a µCRL specification can not contain infinitely many gates. Thus, 
the side conditions can be computed effectively, i.e. one can write a computer program that checks them. This means that the axioms given in Table 5 are easily translated in a proof tool. In [Sel96, Subsection 4.3] it is explained how this can be done in case of using a type theory based proof tool. In order prove that adding CAG1−7 to µCRL does not result in an inconsistent system one has to show that each of the CAG equations is valid in the operational semantics of µCRL (see [GrP94] ). This exercise is rather tedious but straightforward. Since the operational semantics of µCRL is defined completely analogous to the operational semantics of ACP τ , the consistence of axioms CAr1−4 (Theorem 3.1) and CA5−7 in ACP τ make the consistence of the 'corresponding' CAG axioms in µCRL plausible. Formally, however, the consistence of the CAG axioms is not justified by Theorem 3.1 since no results relating consistence of 'corresponding' axioms in µCRL and ACP τ exist. Table 5 the following two special rules are derivable:
Lemma 4.1. From the axioms in
Proof. Using CAG1−2 and CAG3 .
This lemma appears to be very useful in the verification examples. Note that for closed terms Axiom CAG3 is derivable. E.g. if x ≡ a · a b with a, b ∈ Act, then
More illustrations of the use of the axioms given in Table 5 can be found in [KoS98] . For a description of the axioms D1 and D4 that are used in the computation above one is also referred to [KoS98] .
Refining Encapsulation and Hiding in µCRL
In the previous section we gave alphabet axioms for gates in µCRL. These axioms enable us to encapsulate infinitely many actions, whereas the side conditions only Table 6 . Axioms for encapsulating and hiding parametrized actions.
use finitary set theory. In order to have the same flexibility as in ACP τ , however, we should also be able to encapsulate one or more specific elements of a set 
where n is a gate and t i stand for data terms. The new operators are distinguished from the original encapsulation operator and hiding operator (which are only defined on gates) by the symbols '<' and '>' for notating sets instead of brackets. Note that '<' and '>' have now become reserved names in the µCRL syntax.
The rules in Table 6 state that the operators introduced above have the desired properties, for example that ∂ <a(1)> (a(1) + a(2)) = a(2). In this table, we use the following conventions:
• A is a arbitrary subset of Act.
• F is a finite subset of Act. Note that Act may be an infinite set, because actions may be parameterized by data domains containing infinitely many terms (as in the example µCRL specification on page 38)
• a∈A is a shorthand for a finite conjunction and a∈A for a finite disjunction over Table 7 . Additional axioms for summation. Table 8 . Fragment of a µCRL specification.
actions. We adopt the convention that a∈?
stands for ¬F and a∈?
stands for F, where F stands for the false µCRL proposition.
The rules in Table 6 resemble the original rules D1−4 and TI1−4, but differ on a delicate detail. In Table 6 the conditions are formulated within the proof rule whereas in the older rules for gates the conditions are given outside the rule at the right-hand side of the table. This is due to the fact that the conditions of the latter rules do not involve actions that are parameterized with data variables. So these conditions are not subject to the internal substitution mechanism of the proof system. In analogue with the standard µCRL axioms SUM8 and SUM9, we need similar axioms for the new encapsulation and hiding operator such as given in Table 7 . In this table t stands for a sequence t 1 , . . . , t n (n > 1) of data terms. The usefulness of these axioms (in particular SUM8 ) is illustrated in the next proposition.
Proposition 5.1. In each specification containing the fragment given in Table 8 the following two identities are derivable.
Proof.
(a)
If we assume that we have derivation for eq(i, j) = t then the lemma follows immediately:
(b) If we assume that we have derivation for eq(i, j) = f then the precondition of DA1 holds j) a(j) . Now, the desired result is obtained by using that either (a) or (b) holds, i.e.
which can easily be proved by induction on b. 2. In the proof below, we use the identity
which is an instance of a basic µCRL lemma proven in [GrP91] . This lemma expresses that the sum operator denotes the alternative composition of all data instances of a process term.
∂ <a(i)> j:nat a(j)
Note that the axioms in Table 7 are formulated with singleton sets for readability. It is obvious that these rules can be generalized to arbitrary sets by repeated application of the axioms DA0 and TA0 given in Table 6 . For example, see the lemma below.
Lemma 5.1. Let F ⊆ Act be a finite set of actions.
Alphabet Axioms for Parametrized Actions
In Section 4, the alphabet axioms were formulated for gates in µCRL. In this section, we formulate such axioms for parametrized actions. These (conditional) axioms are presented in Table 9 .
In Table 9 the following notation is used:
• a, a 1 , . . . , a n , b range over Act and n, n range over G. 
• Part (n) is the set of all gates that are possible communication partners of gate n. Part * (n) is the set of all gates n that can communicate with n such that the resulting gate n is not equal to gate n. In formulas:
where γ is the symmetrical closure of the auxiliary pre-communication functioñ γ, which is defined such thatγ(n 1 , n 2 ) = n 3 if a rule comm n 1 |n 2 = n 3 appears in the µCRL specification in question. For example, in the specification of a bag given in [KoS98], Part (s 2 ) = Part * (s 2 ) = {r 2 }.
• range is the range of the communication function γ. For example, in the specification of a bag given in [KoS98] , this is {c 2 , c 3 }.
• gate(A) is the set of gates that are related to the set of actions A. For instance, gate(< r(i), s(i) >) = {r, s}.
• t stands for a finite list t 1 , . . . , t n .
Due to the presence of data parameters, these axioms can be used for simulating the traditional alphabet axioms with infinite alphabets (see [KoS98] ). Note however that the presence of data parameters forced us to formulate side conditions as premises. For instance if we consider CAG2 versus CAA2 then we see that the side condition γ(G 1 , G − G 2 ) = ?, which expresses that those gates that occur in the left argument of the parallel composition must not 11 communicate with gates of G that occur in the right argument of the parallel composition, is translated to n ∈Part (n) ∂ <n (t)> (x) = x. This latter expression expresses the same condition, except that we restricted the encapsulation to one gate, namely n. If we instantiate G in CAG2 with {n} we find that gates that occur in the left argument of the parallel composition must not communicate with n -i.e. are not in part(n) -provided that n occurs in the right argument of the parallel composition. Thus, 11 Otherwise, a fruitful communication could be lost. the precondition in CAA2 is slightly stronger than needed because the proviso that n should occur in y is ignored. A similar thing can be said about CAA1. For our purposes the CAA-axioms in its present form are strong enough.
Because the side-conditions in Table 9 are effectively computable (one could check them by a computer program) we did not develop a formal proof theory for these functions.
Lemma 4.1 is defined for gates. Below we define a version that assumes encapsulation and hiding of actions.
Lemma 6.1. From the axioms in Table 9 the following two special rules are derivable:
if (F 1 |F) = {δ}.
Proof. We prove 6.1.1 for F = <n(t)>. Suppose (F 1 |n(t)) ⊆ {n(t), δ}. From α(∂ F 1 (x)) ⊆ F 1 we conclude that the actions of ∂ F 1 (x) do not communicate with n(t)-it least not to actions different from n(t). Let n ∈ Part * (n), then n(t)|n (t) = n (t) for some gate n = n (by definition). Thus, n (t) ∈ α(∂ F 1 (x)). Since n was chosen arbitrarily, we have that n ∈Part * (n) (∂ <n (t)> (∂ F 1 (x))) = ∂ F 1 (x) and we may apply CAA1:
= ∂ <n(t)> (∂ F 1 (x) ∂ <n(t)> (y)).
Repeated application of the above equality gives the result for arbitrary finite set of actions F. The proof of 6.1.2 is based on the same idea.
Linking CAG with CAA
In Table 10 , we present four axioms that form a bridge between the axiom systems CAG and CAA. Recall that G ⊆ G is a finite set of gates, F ⊆ Act is a finite set of actions, and gate(F) is the set of gates related to the action set F. In [KoS93, KoS94] 
Concluding Remarks
We have shown how to bring the alphabet axioms (or static laws) as used in ACP and CCS down to a completely formal level in µCRL. An important implication of this work is that the new axioms are highly suited for computerchecked verification. For instance, in [KoS93] we have used these axioms for proof checking Milner's Scheduler. Moreover, we have obtained a completely formal and self-contained version of the 'bag' verification by Baeten, Bergstra and Klop [BBK87] .
